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Why is ‘speaking in public worse 
than death, for most?’

Communication bad habits: hiding 
behind jargon, vocal fidgeting, 
avoiding eye contact

TenTen top tips for mastering your in-
terview – by a communication and 
interview expert

Communication – the critical skill 
not on the school curriculum

QUIZ: Are you open to change? 
Find out if you are a ‘fixed’ or 
‘growth’ person

How singing, power posing and 
looking in the mirror can help you 
get that job!

10 top tips for nailing that pre-
sentation (analogies, eye con-
tact, emphasis)

Why are 56% of the population 
scared of public speaking? How 
to address one of the biggest 
fears in the UK 

Three reasons communication is 
a vital skill that should be taught 
in schools

Become a master storyteller: why 
your ability to tell a story can 
make you more magnetic

Exclusive articles and interviews available:
Lindsay Maclean is available for expert comment, interview 
and to write by-lined articles on a range of different topics, 
including:

and now works with people from all levels - running 1-1 coaching
with senior management, group training sessions, and communication 
workshops. 

Lindsay coaches individuals to successfully manage interviews,
deliver presentations, increase their personal impact and build more 
significant business relationships. She also delivers a variety
of dynamic programmes in schools across the UK and Europe.of dynamic programmes in schools across the UK and Europe.

Lindsay Maclean is a communica-
tion and personal development 
coach. For the last 20 years she 
has been working with top city
institutions and renowned
corporations such as Cath Kidston, 
Asos.com and Arcadia Group.

She created ielevate personal
development method in 2006,

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Maximise social interaction
Through practical tips and exercises, Speak Up & Be Heard allows you to 
master the three elements of communication – words, tone of voice, and 
non-verbal behaviour – until it becomes second nature. It takes the 
Outside-In approach, first looking at how you present yourself externally, 
which will then help you become a more confident person on the inside.
By practicing communicating, you will feel better able to:By practicing communicating, you will feel better able to:
  Succeed at interviews
  Get a promotion
  Present ideas
  Be assertive with managers
  Manage difficult people and conversations
  Feel more confident at work
    Inspire and influence people around you 
Speak Up & Be Heard doesn’t try to change personalities – instead it helps us 
rediscover our childhood ability to tell stories and unlock the human emotion 
which allows us to connect with other people. Just like with any other skill, 
enough practice can help you to unlock your inner confident voice.

Communication skills are a huge part of working life – they can be the difference 
between success or failure in securing a job, getting a promotion, and 
handling difficult conversations. New book Speak Up & Be Heard believes 
that communication skills can be taught, and with the right tools and enough 
practice, anyone can master the art of communication.
The author, Lindsay Maclean is a communication expert. She knows first-handThe author, Lindsay Maclean is a communication expert. She knows first-hand 
just how critical communication skills are – as a child she was extremely 
nervous and found it very difficult to speak up. Her mother suffered a breakdown 
and while she was in hospital she lost the ability to speak and communicate 
to the staff or her children. As a result of her experiences, Lindsay embarked 
on a career as a communication expert – believing it to be a critical skill which 
should be taught on all school curriculums.

Praise for Speak Up & Be HeardPraise for Speak Up & Be Heard
‘Most of us fear public speaking more than death - this helpful, practical book 
could be the start to getting over that fear.’ 

Marianne Power, The Telegraph journalist and bestselling author of Help Me!

1 in 4 people suffering with mental health challenges – learning to be comfortable with
communication and conversation can help people untangle personal difficulties.

There is an increasing demand for good communicators in the professional world – the book 
uses the ielevate method to help people become their best selves in a pressurised environment.

Mastering ‘the interview’ and ‘the talk’ – the book leads up to conquering two of the most-
feared situations.

Personal transformation story – The author, Lindsay Maclean, was an incredibly shy child who is 
now a TEDx speaker and a communication expert.

A YouGov poll said 56% percent of the UK population were afraid of public speaking – this very 
common fear can be overcome with the right tools and practice.

Only 30-35% of the social meaning of a conversation is delivered by words – Speak Up & Be 
Heard allows you to maximise all elements of social interaction.

WHY THIS BOOK MATTERS:

NEW BOOK: A guide to making the best of yourself and
becoming a confident communicator

SPEAK UP & BE HEARD: UNLOCK YOUR
CONFIDENT VOICE
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